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Abstract
The Ethelind Pope Brown collection at the Irvin Department of Rare Books &
Special Collections at the University of South Carolina contains thirty-two gouache
paintings of south-eastern North American flora and fauna from the eighteenth century.
Colonel John Laurens, a native South Carolinian from the eighteenth century, is the decided
artist for the collection after appraisers and scholars confirmed that the works were painted
by a local amateur artist. Historians respect Laurens for his abolitionist ideologies and his
status as an officer under George Washington’s service, but his accomplishment as an
amateur naturalist artist is not as well documented. From early childhood, Laurens
developed an interest in natural history and drawing, later combing the two passions to
record his own observations of American south-eastern flowers and birds. Laurens’s
approach follows the biological illustration tradition of sketching and painting scientific
studies of natural specimens, yet still composing the images to be aesthetically pleasing.
Within this paper there will be an introduction section discussing the historical context,
Laurens’s background and artistic influences, and the reasoning behind his artistic
attribution to this collection, followed by a catalog section of visual analysis for all thirtytwo illustrations.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
During the eighteenth century, European scholars desired to observe, taxonomize,
record, and illustrate flora and fauna discovered and collected on natural history
expeditions for dual purposes of documentation and study. Such experiences aligned with
the ideals of the Enlightenment as there was an emphasis on intellectual thought and
finding truth through a scientific lens.1 In England, the Enlightenment also promoted ideas
of progress and reason through the senses to analyze the world and humanity’s place within
it.2 Scientific institutions like the Royal Society of London utilized these enlightened ideals
to garner support from the government to fund expeditions, such as Captain James Cook’s
Endeavour’s voyage, with the promise of national prestige and strategic advantage. 3 Even
though these voyages were meant for scientific inquiry, there were also opportunities for
artistic pursuits because of botanists and naturalists illustrating their findings in paintings
and prints. Biological illustrations, specifically regarding plant and animal specimens for
this paper, were essential for scientific research and were popular forms of media for elite
classes. With the rise of biological illustration in public spheres, many educated elites
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Barabara Maria Stafford, Voyage into substance: art, science, nature, and the
illustrated travel account, 1760-1840 (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1984), 40.
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John Gascoigne, Joseph Banks and the English Enlightenment: useful
knowledge and polite culture (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 31.
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John Gascoigne, Science in the Service of Empire: Joseph Banks, the British
State and the Uses of Science in the Age of Revolution (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge
University Press, 1998), 24.
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became amateur artists, who would draw and paint nature as a hobby then showcase their
talents to close friends and family.
Colonel John Laurens (1754-1783) was one such amateur artist, although he is most
known for his revolutionary ideals against slavery and his impact as an officer during the
American Revolution. This artistic facet of Laurens’s life has been widely unknown to
historians because of the minimal documentation of his illustrations and limited mention
in written records. However, after the acquisition of the Ethelind Pope Brown watercolor
collection in 1991 by the Irvin Department of Rare Books & Special Collections at the
University of South Carolina, attribution shifted to Laurens as the artist of the thirty-two
gouache illustrations of south-eastern North American flora and fauna. As a native-born
South Carolinian, Laurens was a significant figure to the local history, and finding a new
feature of his life that included artistic skills brought to light a new understanding about
Laurens’s character. Laurens’s illustrations ultimately revealed his interest and
understanding of natural history by depicting analytic studies of the wildlife in the southeast while also composing them as aesthetically pleasing images.
Biological Illustration in the Eighteenth Century
With rising desires to discover new species of flora and fauna, whether for
knowledge, power and/or fame, European countries financed naval voyages to travel and
document any new findings in other countries. However, biological illustration did not
begin with these types of expeditions. Throughout human history, physicians and botanists
analyzed and classified plants for their medicinal properties and it was helpful to retain a
visual record as it was a great benefit for future study and teaching. Considering how the
science of botany relied on living plants, drawing a representation of the plant for future

2

reference was valuable before the plant began to wither and decay. 4 There needed to be a
combined effort between artistic skills and scientific expertise to effectively create these
images, because “the drawing and painting of plants so they may be accurately identified
demands a rigorous academic approach combined with great artistic talent.” 5 Regardless
of whether the artist was a botanist or trained artist, there was a standard procedure when
illustrating floral specimens. It was beneficial to first create sketches of the specimens in
their natural habitat prior to transporting them indoors for further study or for sending them
overseas for display; ultimately, long term travel required specimens to be dried and
sometimes flattened for easier transport. 6 Otherwise, over a few days, the artist would paint
detailed illustrations of the plant while dissecting it to analyze its floral anatomy, then
finally classify the specimen’s taxonomy according to the Linnaean system. 7
Swedish botanist Dr. Carl Linnaeus (1707-1778), who developed binomial
nomenclature, created the Linnaean system, a two-term classification system for the
biological sciences. Within natural history and the biological sciences, Linnaeus was an
expert in classifying and recording known and newly discovered plant species. Linnaeus’s
binomial nomenclature classification was one of his major contributions within the fields
4

Elia T. Ben-Ari, “Botanical artists blend science and aesthetics: Botanical artists
blend science and aesthetics,” BioScience 49, no. 8 (1999): 602, accessed October 6,
2020, http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.1525/bisi.1999.49.8.602
5

Maggie Campbell-Culver, “botanical illustration,” in The Oxford Companion to
the Garden, ed. Patrick Taylor, 2006, accessed September 17, 2020,
http://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780198662556.001.0001/acref9780198662556-e-0222.
6

Daniela Bleichmar, “Painting as Exploration: Visualizing Nature in EighteenthCentury Colonial Science,” Colonial Latin American Review 15, no. 1 (2006): 86,
accessed March 14, 2021, http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/10609160600607499.
7

Bleichmar, “Painting as Exploration,” 87.
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and he thoroughly discussed them within his various books, such as his earlier publication
Philosophia Botanica. The main goal of his research was to create a method of
classification that would clearly define the natural order of related organisms. 8 Primarily,
Linnaeus focused on plants since he trained as a botanist, but he did note that his method
of classification could apply to animals as well. As such, the ornithology field referenced
Linnaeus’s method when documenting and illustrating current and new species.
While botanical illustrations initially existed in some sphere of scientific thought,
the portrayal of animals in biological illustrations originated from socially constructed
ideas of man’s superiority over nature. Typically, animals were utilized as an extension of
one’s social standing and power, or even to satisfy an exotic fascination if the depicted
animal was from another part of the world. 9 Although, it was not always possible for the
elite to own living creatures, so taxidermy specimens filled the roll for owning an exotic
animal; especially since taxidermy was an arduous and expensive process which only
wealthy classes could afford to display. However, following the scientific mindset of the
Enlightenment period, biological illustrations of animals were meant “to render nature
directly in its living vitality, not trapped within the dead schema of a system of
representation.”10 If the elite only referenced taxidermy specimens for their biological
illustrations, the sense of naturalism and aesthetics would appear stiff, resulting in the

8

Carl Linnaeus, Linneaus’ Philosophia Botanica, trans. Stephen Freer (Oxford,
United Kingdom: Oxford University Press, 2005), xxi.
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Alex Potts, “Natural Order and the Call of the Wild: The Politics of Animal
Picturing,” Oxford Art Journal 13, no. 1 (1990): 15, accessed September 4, 2020,
http://www.jstor.org/stable/1360386.
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Potts, “Natural Order and the Call of the Wild,” 21.
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animal’s beauty to be diminished.11 To craft an image that portrays the creature as real and
living proved to be more beneficial to understand their physical characteristics and
behavior, especially if the composition has the animal in a state of action. Profile
illustrations were the most common method for these images, whether or not the illustrator
included a background.
In contrast to scientists commissioning illustrations for research and teaching
purposes, illustrations of these new, exotic plants and animals were also an interest to the
educated elite. Wealthy patrons desired to own both living specimens, if possible, or
illustrations of them to keep within their homes for future display, such as in a cabinet of
curiosity. There was a level of connoisseurship and visual expertise that collectors, and
amateur artists, needed to utilize when looking at objects that combine science and art
together. Wunderkammern, or cabinets of curiosities, needed to be spaces of both aesthetics
and learning.12 The seemingly exciting and luxurious items within Wunderkammern
presented new experiences for owners and their guests, and cultivation soon included
natural history and botanical images in illustrated texts. 13 Flowers were a favored subject
to illustrate within these picture books and wealthy patrons would even commission artists
to include their favorites to further personalize them. 14 Since botanical specimens could

11

Rachel Poliquin, The Breathless Zoo: Taxidermy and the Cultures of Longing
(University Park, PA: Penn State University Press, 2012), 55.
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Daniela Bleichmar, “Learning to Look: Visual Expertise across Art and Science
in Eighteenth-Century France,” Eighteenth-Century Studies 46, no. 1 (2012): 87.
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not survive within these cabinets, illustrations created the opportunity to showcase the
brilliant colors and details of the original flower that would otherwise be missing from a
dried specimen. Furthermore, these personal illustration books were simply meant for
pleasing guests and for aesthetic beauty. There were expectations that the artist would
render the flowers, or other botanicals, in a naturalistic way to be readily identifiable yet
also pleasing in presentation.
Biological illustrations certainly range in aesthetic beauty since not all illustrators
colored their images. Drawings, gouaches (watercolor), and engravings were the main
methods for illustrating and disseminating biological illustrations. Even though engravings
made it easier to circulate the images and publish them with articles, gouache paintings
were still popular items to own as the gentry believed watercolor better captured the beauty
and essence of their subjects.15 Gouache and other types of watercolor pigments created a
luminous quality within the illustrations thus aiding in their overall appeal. 16 By utilizing
this popular medium, trained naturalists and amateur artists composed biological
illustrations to enhance their own experience of studying the natural world then sharing
their findings with others. Trained naturalists desired to observe and copy every detail of
their specimens for either teaching, documentation and/or publication. Their focus aimed
for objectivity to represent the specimen accurately and truthfully in its natural state while,
also, composing an illustration that was artistically beautiful to resonate with a viewer.
Aesthetics and beautiful objects were important luxuries for the elite class, but naturalists
also considered them when planning their images, especially if they illustrated them for a

15

Campbell-Culver, “botanical illustration.”

16

Ben-Ari, “Botanical artists blend science and aesthetics,” 605.
6

book publication. Amateur artists followed the naturalists' examples when it came to their
own illustrations because of their informal training to study and compose an image of the
natural world. Using naturalists as models, amateur artists painted biological images that
both aligned with the current enlightened ideals of the time and that catered to their desire
for pretty images.
The Ethelind Pope Brown watercolors fall within this category of an elite amateur
artist, or self-taught artist. All thirty-two images were naturalistic in detail and many of the
plants and animals were identifiable, however, some details of perspective and physical
attributes were not as accurate as if a trained artist/naturalist painted them. Even so, the
collection exhibited a strong interest in natural history and botany with the amount of time,
effort, and care that went into their creation.
History of the Ethelind Pope Brown Collection
From the Ethelind Pope Brown collection, the represented flora and fauna are in
south eastern North America, specifically South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida. There are
thirty-two gouache illustrations that primarily depict plants and birds with one image
containing two fish, and each illustration contains a general title identifying each specimen
with common nomenclature. William Carroll Brown, Jr. (1905-1978) purchased the
collection from a New York antiques firm, The Old Print Shop, in October 1952. The dealer
believed the illustrations to be painted between 1765 and 1775 and had attributed them to
John Abbott (1751-1840), a British naturalist and artist.
The following year (1953), Mr. Brown was contacted by Elsa G. Allen, who was a
Research Assistant in Ornithology at Cornell University. Her research pertained to John
Abbot and his paintings, so she desired to analyze the images for her research. Her

7

observations ultimately concluded that Mr. Brown’s illustrations did not match with
Abbot’s style. Simply comparing Abbot’s painting Cardinal Grosbeak (Loxia cardinalis)
(fig. A.1) with the collection’s own The Red Bird of South Carolina upon a Locust Branch
(fig. 2.16) reveals how great the differences are in color saturation, texture, and
compositional layout. There was also a discrepancy in the type of paper used as it was a
different type compared to that Abbot typically chose for his illustrations. Allen was unable
to identify an artist to this collection, so no proposed alternative attribution occurred at this
time.17
In 1981, Mrs. Pope Brown loaned the watercolors to the Irvin Department of Rare
Books & Special Collections at the University of South Carolina for the purpose of
identifying the depicted flora and fauna, and she offered copies of the previous
correspondences between her late husband and Allen regarding the attribution concerns.
Dr. David Hopkins Rembert, Associate Professor in Biology at the University of South
Carolina, began researching the collection to identify and classify the plants, birds, and fish
species. After Rembert reviewed the saved correspondences between Mr. Brown and
Allen, he consulted with Roger Mortimer, Director of the Collections in the Rare Books
department, for a second opinion about the artistic attribution. Mortimer agreed with
Allen’s assessment that Abbot is not the correct artist of the Pope Brown watercolors.
Rembert’s research ultimately did not lead to an alternative attribution either, but he was
able to identify the various species of birds and plants. Another aspect he noted was how
the illustrations appeared to be more stylized than naturalistic as originally predicted based

17

Elsa G. Allen to William C. Brown, Jr., May 21, 1953, Research file relating to
the Ethelind Pope Brown watercolors, Irvin Department of Rare Books & Special
Collections, Columbia, SC.
8

on the artistic portrayal of the subjects.18 Rembert recognized that prominent characteristics
were either missing or illustrated incorrectly, leading him to believe that neither a trained
naturalist nor professional artist painted these images.
Another artistic attribution was not identified until after Mrs. Pope Brown gifted
the collection to the university in 1991. Dr. George D. Terry, Vice Provost in Libraries and
Collections, had the collection appraised and tried again to find a resolution about the
artistic attribution. An appraiser named Robert M. Hickin from Fine Art of the American
South was unable to attribute the illustrations to a specific artist; however, he concluded
that the artist was indeed not Abbot, nor other documented naturalists working in the south
at the time like Alexander Wilson (1766-1813) and William Bartram (1739-1823). 19 The
works reviewed by another appraiser named Selby Kiffer who worked at Sotheby’s, the
auction house and appraisal company. After reviewing the illustrations, Kiffer suggested
John Laurens as an attribution within his letter to Terry. Kiffer’s believed the artist to be
Laurens based on a letter in 1771 from Laurens’s father Henry Laurens to his uncle James
Laurens from the Laurens’s Letters, which stated that Laurens was considered for the
position as an illustrator on Captain James Cook’s (1728-1779) second voyage, HMS
Resolution, with the Swedish naturalist Dr. Daniel Solander (1733-1782). 20
As a result of this letter, Terry confirmed that Laurens was indeed an amateur artist
and that some of his drawings were referenced for engravings in article publications by the
18

David H. Rembert, Research file relating to the Ethelind Pope Brown
watercolors.
19

Robert M. Hickin to Ethelind Goss Pope Brown, December 2, 1991, Research
file relating to the Ethelind Pope Brown watercolors.
20

Selby Kiffer to George D. Terry, January 15, 1992, Research file relating to the
Ethelind Pope Brown watercolors.
9

Royal Society of London. Terry also discovered the illustrations’ provenance. In a letter,
Terry explained, “The reason that Laurens was initially suggested, by the way, is that the
sketchbook was apparently in Britain by the early 19th century and could have been there
since the 1770’s or 80’s. His presence in London in 1770 would fit with this provenance.” 21
Through many years of research and consulting with appraisers, the Pope Brown collection
finally and securely attributed to Laurens, who has only been briefly documented to have
had an interest in drawing and natural history.
John Laurens: Amateur Artist and Artistic Influences
John Laurens was born in 1754 and raised in the colony of Charleston, South
Carolina. His family was part of the elite class with his father, Henry Laurens, working as
a merchant/slave trader then later a political leader, specifically as the President of the
Continental Congress, during the time of the revolution. The young Laurens received his
education under several tutors, studying languages, classical literature, mathematics,
drawing, and more.22 When Laurens was around fifteen, he developed a relationship with
mentor Alexander Garden (1730-1791), the leading physician and botanist in Charleston
at the time, who was also a close associate of Linnaeus. 23
Prior to Laurens’s association with Garden, he was already interested in natural
history because much of his childhood was spent at Ansonborough, a neighborhood of
Charleston, where Laurens’s parents purchased Mepkin Plantation and designed a four-

21

George D. Terry to Anna Wells Rutledge, January 10, 1992, Research file
relating to the Ethelind Pope Brown watercolors.
22

Gregory De Van Massey, John Laurens and the American Revolution
(Columbia, SC: University of South Carolina Press, 2000), 18.
23

Massey, John Laurens and the American Revolution, 20.
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acre garden.24 His mother, Eleanor Laurens, included exotic plants and fruit trees to
decorate the land, ultimately exposing the young Laurens to numerous plant species.
Mepkin Plantation became a quiet haven away from the city of Charleston and it gave
Laurens the opportunity to explore and study the various plants and animals that lived in
the garden. It was common during the eighteenth century for elite families to purchase
large acres of property and landscape them with elaborate, yet functional, gardens to
impress their guests. This tradition also originated from the American colonists’ desires to
protect the environment and prove that they could sustain themselves without full support
from England.25 The beautifully landscaped properties also acted as both a status symbol
for elites within the community and a cover to hide the unpleasant reality of slave labor,
which made it possible for these plantations to function. Growing up under these
circumstances, Laurens grew to question and challenge slavery, later advocating for
abolitionist initiatives in his adult years. His love for natural history was not affected by
his situation, but Laurens’s strong ideologies about human rights would overtake his
naturalist ambitions.
During his assistantship, Laurens’s inclination towards natural history came
eventually to Garden’s attention. An opportunity presented itself when Garden allowed
young Laurens to draw sketches of newly discovered soft-shelled tortoises (fig. A.2 and
fig. A.3), then they were submitted along with Garden’s description for publication in the

24

Massey, John Laurens and the American Revolution, 11.

25

Andrea Wulf, Founding Gardeners: The Revolutionary Generation, Nature,
and the Shaping of the American Nation (New York: Vintage, 2011), prologue, accessed
March 14, 2021, EBSCOhost.
11

Royal Society of London’s journal Philosophical Transactions.26 The Royal Society was
Britain’s renowned scientific institution during the eighteenth century, especially under the
leadership of Sir Joseph Banks (1743-1820) who was an accomplished British naturalist
and scientific statesman.27 The tortoise illustrations were engraved for the Philosophical
Transactions publication, so the Royal Society artist referenced Laurens’s original
sketches and, as a result, there could be some changes from Laurens’s original
representation. Based on these engravings, since the original sketches are now lost, there
are nevertheless a couple of similarities between them and Laurens’s illustration of The
Flying-Fish as Large as Life and the Dolphin (fig. 2.7). The eyes and fins of the dolphin
and the scales/texture on the flying fish more closely exhibits similar features to the
tortoises. Color and brushwork are absent, however, between the transfer of sketch and/or
painting to a black and white print. Notwithstanding, it was a grand accomplishment for a
teenager and prospective natural historian to be so affiliated with the Royal Society.
Laurens’s tortoise images demonstrated to other naturalists his skill as an illustrator,
leading to Laurens’s potential expedition opportunity with Solander and Cook.
Unfortunately, Laurens’s father pushed him to pursue a career in either medicine, law, or
business as a merchant when Laurens traveled to Britain for university. With the pressure
of his father, as well as Laurens’s own ambitious ideas of success, a career as an illustrator
and natural historian was never a possibility.

26

Thomas Pennant, “An Account of Two New Tortoises: In a Letter to Matthew
Maty, M. D. Sec. R. S.: By Thomas Pennant, Esq: F.R.S,” Philosophical Transactions
(1683-1775) 61 (1771): 273, accessed January 10, 2021,
http://www.jstor.org/stable/106101.
27

Gascoigne, Joseph Banks and the English Enlightenment, 8.
12

Although Laurens did not follow a career in illustration, botany, or an equivalent
career, he was still able to paint leisurely as many other educated individuals did during
the eighteenth century. Amateur artists in the field of biological illustration may or may
not have some minor training, which Laurens only received some tutoring in drawing, so
they referenced other artists and naturalists to learn how to compose these images. Raised
in an elite family, Laurens was knowledgeable of the gentry’s fascination with painting
natural specimens to satisfy their own curiosities and aesthetics, and even to contribute to
the Enlightenment’s goals of finding truth through reason and science. His initial interest
in natural history aligned with an innate curiosity about the world and Laurens’s
illustrations created an outlet for him to creatively express his own interpretation and
analysis of the natural world. Mepkin Plantation presented a great opportunity for Laurens
to observe and record numerous types of plants and animals that he would not have access
to otherwise; in addition, being part of elite circles, he would also have access to taxidermy
specimens to reference for his illustrations if a living specimen were unavailable. Along
with his passion for nature, Laurens’s assistantship with Garden influenced his perspective,
refining it to carefully analyze specimens when documenting them. Garden introduced
Laurens to prominent naturalists and scientific minds, whether directly or indirectly, to
nurture Laurens’s aptitude for biological illustration and study. By studying from current
and previous naturalists, Laurens crafted images that both followed the standards of
biological illustration and allowed for him to grow as his own artist.

13

Mark Catesby (1683-1749), one of the major British naturalist artists of the time,
was often referred to as “the father of American ornithology.” 28 Catesby traveled to North
America to be with family and it was there that he wrote and illustrated his book The
Natural History of Carolina, Florida, and the Bahama Islands. As quite a feat, Catesby
taught himself how to engrave then hand-painted all his images for his first volume that
contained images of birds, wildlife, and plants.29 By engraving his images first, the
linework on the prints were crisp and defined. There was more opportunity for Catesby to
incorporate smaller details into the image, as seen in the colorful plumage on his illustration
The Finch Creeper (fig. A.4). Laurens, on the other hand, sketched then painted his
illustrations, so clean, straight linework required careful brushwork in his paintings. Since
Catesby crafted his images for publication, unlike Laurens who would have painted his
illustrations primarily for personal study and enjoyment, the choice of engraving correlated
with the illustrator’s intent to print and disseminate their works for a wider audience.
Watercolor paintings could not be reproduced quickly so their function would align more
with an individual’s personal usage.
However, comparing Laurens’s images from the Pope Brown collection to
Catesby’s images, there are similarities among them, especially regarding their
compositional organization. With Catesby working in the field of naturalist illustration
prior to Laurens and his works disseminated in multiple languages, it could be assumed
that Laurens had seen Catesby’s work at one point. Since Catesby was a celebrated

28

Jonathan Elphick, Birds: The Art of Ornithology (New York, NY: Rizzoli
International Publications, Inc., 2005), 55.
29

Elphick, Birds: The Art of Ornithology, 56.
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naturalist, he would have been a useful reference for a self-taught artist, especially one who
lived in South Carolina where Catesby illustrated some of his pages. There would be that
personal connection along with Laurens’s inherent interest in natural history.
Another prominent naturalist, but from the seventeenth century, was Maria Sibylla
Merian (1647-1717), a German-born naturalist and illustrator of plants and insects. Merian
illustrated various books about insects and their life cycles, but her book The
Metamorphosis of the Insects of Suriname, with illustrations of the plants and insects of
the Dutch colony in South America, was what brought her fame when she published it in
1705.30 Her careful studies of insects translated into her art because she incorporated all
aspects of an insect’s behavior and life cycle in the image. During the seventeenth century,
women artists were limited in their artistic materials, so Merian painted with gouache and
watercolors, but many of her images were engraved and colored for publication in her
books. Both during her lifetime and afterwards, Merian’s Suriname book was translated
into multiple languages for dissemination and published in additional editions.
Considering how influential of a naturalist Merian was in the seventeenth century,
Laurens might have been familiar with her illustrations and studies of plants and insects,
such as her illustration Histoire générale des insects de Suriname et de l'Europe: Vol I, No.
55 - Poivre d'inde (fig. A.5). His illustrations do not focus on the life cycles of insects, but
he does incorporate the concept of plant cycles in a couple illustrations. With his interest
in plants, this idea gave him another compositional layout to represent his careful studies
of nature. Laurens, however, does not use this layout to illustrate the life cycles of birds.
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Conclusion
John Laurens was renowned as an officer in George Washington’s service and for
his abolitionist ideals during the American Revolution. His achievements as a naturalist
and artist, however, remain widely unknown. The Ethelind Pope Brown collection consists
of thirty-two gouache illustrations that combine the focus of scientific study with artistic
representation and remained inaccurately attributed for many years. Laurens as the artistic
attribution fits within the timeline of the collection’s provenance and based on the location
of the collection’s flora and fauna, Laurens would have direct access to these specimens
during his lifetime. His connections with individuals in the field, such as Garden and his
own connections to the Royal Society of London, also factors into Laurens as the artistic
attribution. Some of his significant influences would include Catesby, Linnaeus, and many
other naturalists of the eighteenth century who painted images of the North American
wildlife and published books to educate the public on their findings. His interests in natural
history resonate through the illustrations by how much effort was put into sketching then
painting all thirty-two images, which is no small feat for a self-taught artist. These are
thirty-two gouache paintings that challenged their creator to both depict birds and plants as
naturalistically as possible yet retaining a beautiful and colorful quality about them.
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Chapter 2: Collection Catalog
The Amorpha
Desert False Indigo or Lead Plant
Amorpha fruticosa (Linnaean)
Gouache on paper; 42 x 27 cm
Circa 1765-1775
The Amorpha fruticosa, commonly known as Desert False Indigo (fig. 2.1),
typically grows as a shrub with long tubelike purple flowers. 31 The illustration depicts a
small branch of leaves and two stalks of the purple flowers. Careful observation towards
the treatment of the flowers is to show texture and depth of each purple petal. The leaves
and branches are smooth with gradient coloration in greens and browns, and there is less
texture in comparison to the flower petals. There are faint vein lines represented within the
leaves upon closer examination. Although, there is attention to accurately depict the Desert
False Indigo flowers, the leaves are overly simplistic in their shape and the veins are more
impressions. Based on these observations, Laurens’s attention focuses on the actual flowers
of the plant than to worry about fully conveying naturalistic leaves.
Bearing in mind the age of this image, the gouache remains vibrant and saturated
overall. There are only small patches where the paint has faded on the leaves. Even with
the tear in the paper and conservation effort, the illustration is in pristine condition. The
only other markings consist of the inscription name of the plant at the bottom of the page
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James Stubbendieck et al. North American Wildland Plants: A Field Guide
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2017), 350-351, accessed March 28, 2021,
EBSCOhost.
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and the light gray linework for where he sketched an under drawing, which these markings
apply to all thirty-two illustrations.

Figure 2.1 The Amorpha, Ethelind Pope Brown Collection, Irvin Department of Rare
Books & Special Collections, University of South Carolina.
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The Apopiniax or Arcasia of South Carolina
Sweet Acacia
Acacia farnesiana (Linnaean)
Gouache on paper; 42 x 27 cm
Circa 1765-1775
In comparison to the Amorpha, the Arcasia of South Carolina (fig. 2.2) is more
styled in the treatment of the branches and leaves. The Sweet Acacia is on a single branch,
curved in an interesting zig-zag form, with thin, serrated edged leaves projecting out of the
branch and even thin thorns sticking out of the branch. The Sweet Acacia plant grows as a
tree and typically used in gardens for both their aesthetic appearance and functional use.
All parts of the plant are useful in some respect, such as the bark providing dye and the
flowers extracted for their floral scent. 32 The flowers are round, orange, and fuzzy in nature,
dangling off the branch on thin stems. Laurens showcases the cycle of the flowers blooming
within the image as there are fully bloomed flowers and some that are in the process of
growing their orange, fuzzy exteriors. For some naturalist illustrations, this feature of a
depicted life cycle is common as it was the only way to record the life cycles of insects and
flowers. It is possible that Laurens painted this plant from life but based on how the leaves
are so neat and how the orange flowers are illustrated in all stages of life, Laurens painted
an image that is a representation of the life of the Sweet Acacia tree.
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Figure 2.2 The Apopiniax or Arcasia of South Carolina, Ethelind Pope Brown Collection,
Irvin Department of Rare Books & Special Collections, University of South Carolina.
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The Balsam Apple of South Carolina Blossom & Seeds
Balsam Apple or Balsam Pear
Momordica balsamina or Momordica charantia (Linnaean)
Gouache on paper; 42 x 27 cm
Circa 1765-1775
Another of Laurens’s images that depicts the different stages of a plant’s life cycle,
The Balsam Apple (fig. 2.3) illustrates the actual flower of the Balsam Apple plant to the
ripe fruit and seeds. There is also more attention to accurate detail within this painting as
colors and lines are placed more purposefully instead of as a stylized, unnatural effect.
Starting from the top, Laurens painted the small yellow flower and as one’s eyes scan down
the page, they see the progression of the Balsam Apple fruit grow and ripen in four stages
along with two example seeds to the right of the green stems. A few thin green stems curl
across the page in various directions, replicating the climbing feature of this plant, and the
star shaped leaves furl in front of or behind the main green stem, displaying a sense of
depth within an otherwise flat image. 33
Compared to the images so far, this illustration conveys a more naturalistic feel
about what the actual Balsam Apple looks like. Even though flowers and fruits are the
focus for biological illustrations, leaves, stems, and branches greatly contribute to the
credibility of the image. Considering how biologically important they are to the survival of
the plant, there should be a stronger focus to their accurate portrayal, and Laurens put forth
that effort within this painting.
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Figure 2.3 The Balsam Apple of South Carolina Blossom & Seeds, Ethelind Pope Brown
Collection, Irvin Department of Rare Books & Special Collections, University of South
Carolina.
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The Black-spotted Woodpecker of South Carolina upon a Pine-Tree Branch
Downy Woodpecker; Loblolly Pine
Picoides pubescens; Pinus taeda (Linnaean)
Gouache on paper; 42 x 27 cm
Circa 1765-1775
Depicted within the image is a Downy Woodpecker resting on a Loblolly Pine Tree
branch with clusters of green pine needles sticking out (fig 2.4). For most of the bird
illustrations within this collection, there is more attention to detail and an attempt at
naturalism towards them than at the flora around them. Here, the branch and pine needles
are naturalistic but quite one dimensional as there is minimal shading to convey depth and
texture. The Downy Woodpecker is painted to showcase the texture of the feathers, the
delicate frame of the bird’s body, and how striking of a contrast the red stripe is compared
to the otherwise black and white coloration. Since there is a red stripe on this bird, it reveals
that this is a male Downy Woodpecker as females are missing this one feature in their
plumage.34
It is not surprising to see a representation of the Downy Woodpecker as they are a
common bird in South Caroline even today. However, Laurens did take some artistic
liberties when illustrating the bird’s tail feathers as they are depicted in a large diamond
shape. This is not an accurate detail for a Downy Woodpecker but contemplating how
Laurens was an amateur artist who learned through self-study, it showcases his attempt to
portray a natural representation of such a common bird.
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Figure 2.4 The Black-spotted Woodpecker of South Carolina upon a Pine-Tree Branch,
Ethelind Pope Brown Collection, Irvin Department of Rare Books & Special Collections,
University of South Carolina.
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The Blue Jay of South Carolina upon a Crab Tree Branch
Blue Jay; Flowering Crabapple Tree
Cyanocitta cristata; Malus augustifolia (Linnaean)
Gouache on paper; 42 x 27 cm
Circa 1765-1775
Unlike the illustration of the Downy Woodpecker, Laurens painted the Blue Jay of
South Carolina (fig. 2.5) to cover a majority of the page, dwarfing the Crabapple Tree
branch below it. With the Blue Jay being larger, it is easier to see the small brushstrokes in
how the feathers lay on its body and the smaller black, white, and blue patterns on the
wings and tail feathers.35 The texture and variation in natural coloration conveys a
naturalistic feeling when viewing, which is important since a Blue Jay is a common and
recognizable bird to the everyday individual. Laurens does depict many breeds of songbirds
in this collection as they are found in nature, and they typically have colorful visages that
are pleasing to the eye.
With all the focus on the Blue Jay, the Crabapple Tree branch is there to simply
support this blue bird and create a sense of space without Laurens painting an actual
background. The branch is simple with limited variations in color to convey shadow and
highlights in the paint, but the leaves contain more detail in the veins and how they curve
and fold across the page.
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Figure 2.5 The Blue Jay of South Carolina upon a Crab Tree Branch, Ethelind Pope
Brown Collection, Irvin Department of Rare Books & Special Collections, University of
South Carolina
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The Nonparel of South Carolina upon a Catallper Branch
Catalpa; Painted Bunting
Catalpa speciosa or Catalpa bignoniodies; Passerina ciris (Linnaean)
Gouache on paper; 42 x 27 cm
Circa 1765-1775
The Nonparel bird, or the Painted Bunting, both stands out and blends in with the
large catalpa leaves (fig. 2.6). The bright blue, red, and orange coloration of the Painted
Bunting, identifying it as a male, helps for the bird to stand out against these large leaves
considering that it is smaller in scale to them.36 The back, wings, and tail feathers of the
bird are a similar shade of forest green as the leaves, helping the tiny bird to camouflage
itself from predators. Or to hide and better catch insects for food as seen in this illustration.
Compared to the other images in this collection, not many of the birds are depicted in a
state of action. Many of the birds are posed to be aesthetically pleasing to showcase their
beautiful, colorful plumage, but the Painted Bunting illustration creates a possible scenario
of the bird hunting for food.
Another interesting aspect of this painting relates to the naturalistic portrayal of the
leaves as they are the largest components. Laurens painted them to appear bumpy in texture
and the veins appear embedded into the leaves, not just light-colored paint to mimic them.
It is a simple detail to add and yet it greatly conveys a sense of naturalism to the illustration.
It is almost hard to tell what the viewer is supposed to mainly focus on: the leaves or the
Painted Bunting.
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Figure 2.6 The Nonparel of South Carolina upon a Catallper Branch, Ethelind Pope
Brown Collection, Irvin Department of Rare Books & Special Collections, University of
South Carolina
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The Flying-Fish as Large as Life and the Dolphin
Sailfin Flying Fish; Mahi-mahi
Parexocoetus brachypterus; Coryphaena hippurus (Linnaean)
Gouache on paper; 42 x 27 cm
Circa 1765-1775
The only illustration that does not contain neither plants nor birds is the Flying-Fish
as Large as Life and the Dolphin (fig. 2.7). Since Laurens illustrated more than plants and
birds in his lifetime, such as the tortoises, it is not surprising to see that he painted two
images of fish. While growing up along the coast of South Carolina, it stands to reason that
fish would inhabit at least one of his illustrations.
The depicted fish are the Sailfin Flying Fish (top) and the Mahi-mahi (bottom), also
known as the Dolphinfish. Laurens paid close attention to the color schemes for each fish,
and to illustrate how the fins are thin and delicate. However, compared to Laurens’s avian
images, the detail of the scales on the Sailfin Flying Fish are more stylized and simpler to
represent the idea of scales than what they would truly appear to be. The Mahi-mahi does
not have scales, but it does exhibit a dotted pattern across its green-blue and yellow body,
which Laurens attempted to replicate in his image.37 In general, Laurens’s images appear
stylized yet there is a strong effort to paint them as naturally as possible so that they can be
identifiable; especially since, he listed the names of these creatures within the image. Even
if details are vague or stylized, Laurens still included significant characterizations of these
species that they would be recognizable to an individual familiar with these subjects.
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Figure 2.7 The Flying-Fish as Large as Life and the Dolphin, Ethelind Pope Brown
Collection, Irvin Department of Rare Books & Special Collections, University of South
Carolina.
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The Helisia
Milkweed; Queen Butterfly
Asclepias [variegata]; Danaus gillipus (Linnaean)
Gouache on paper; 42 x 27 cm
Circa 1765-1775
Another of Laurens’s flora illustrations with the addition of a Queen Butterfly in
the upper left corner (fig. 2.8). Insects are not a major feature within these illustrations
unless to demonstrate a real-life scenario of a bird hunting for food, such as in The
Nonparel of South Carolina upon a Catallper Branch. However, here is still a plausible
scene of the Queen Butterfly prior to landing on the Milkweed flower to either rest or feed.
Without the Queen Butterfly, the Milkweed flower would follow the conventions of a
botanical illustration of naturalistically rendering an accurate depiction of the plant.
Laurens paid close attention to the purple coloration of the stems within the leaves
and how that similar color sprouts from the center of the flower petals. The round shape of
the white flower bundle rests gently against the width of the leaves, and he illustrated two
views of the flowers by showing the top and the underside of the bundle. 38 He applies this
varying in perspective to the leaves as well because of the more prominent purple veining
on the inside of the leaf compared to the outside. These are such small choices, yet they
highlight different appealing aspects of the Milkweed flower, especially in how delicate
the leaves and petals are. Even the brown and white speckled wings of the Queen Butterfly
and barely visible antennas appear so fragile and thin.
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Figure 2.8 The Helisia, Ethelind Pope Brown Collection, Irvin Department of Rare Books
& Special Collections, University of South Carolina.
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The Red-headed Woodpecker of South Carolina upon a Hiccory Tree
Hickory or Pecan Tree; Red-bellied Woodpecker
Genus Carya; Melanerpes carolinus (Linnaean)
Gouache on paper; 42 x 27 cm
Circa 1765-1775
Within the collection, the Red-headed Woodpecker of South Carolina upon a
Hiccory Tree (fig. 2.9) is one of the few images where identification is either ambiguous
or incorrect. Laurens titled the image to be the Red-headed Woodpecker but based on
current images and research of South Carolinian birds, the depicted bird resembles the Redbellied Woodpecker instead.39 The Red-bellied Woodpecker has red feathers covering the
top of the skull similar to the Red-headed Woodpecker; however, the Red-headed
Woodpecker does not have the black and white striation pattern across the back, wings,
and tail feathers as is illustrated in the image. The Red-bellied Woodpecker does exhibit
these patterns. Considering how Laurens only briefly studied under the guidance of
Garden, it is possible that the title of this work was a miss identification because both
species are very similar.
Even though the identification is incorrect, Laurens’s illustration skillfully depicts
the feather’s soft texture and the Red-bellied Woodpecker’s red gradient coloration on the
chest and belly. He portrayed the Red-bellied Woodpecker in a moment of action by
pecking at the branch it rests upon. Although, the bird is awkwardly placed based on how
its talons do not grip the branch for purchase and its body is mysteriously suspended in the
air against the Hickory Tree branch. This could point to Laurens’ influence of taxidermy
specimens because of the body and feet stiffness, and their feet being glued onto surfaces
instead of piercing the bark.
39
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Figure 2.9 The Red-headed Woodpecker of South Carolina upon a Hiccory Tree, Ethelind
Pope Brown Collection, Irvin Department of Rare Books & Special Collections,
University of South Carolina.
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The Humming Bird of South Carolina & Yellow Jasemin
Ruby-throated Hummingbird; Yellow Jessamine or Caroling Jessamine
Archilochus colubris; Gelsemium sempervirens (Linnaean)
Gouache on paper; 42 x 27 cm
Circa 1765-1775
The primary focus within The Humming Bird of South Carolina & Yellow Jasemin
(fig. 2.10) is the curving, broken branch with the Yellow Jessamine Vine and funnel-like
flowers wrapping around it. The Ruby-throated Hummingbird blends in with the green
leaves from the vines, so the eye almost mistakes the hummingbird for another leaf within
the Yellow Jessamine; however, the bright red coloration in the male hummingbird’s chest
plumage captures the viewer’s attention. 40 Even so, Laurens did not diminish the amount
of detail in painting the hummingbird in a natural way. There are fine lines to represent the
fuzzy texture of the feathers across the body of the bird, and Laurens even painted the
hummingbird’s tongue reaching into one of the Yellow Jessamine flowers to feed on the
nectar inside. These small details help to contribute to the natural feel of the scene.
Specifically looking at the Yellow Jessamine Vines, Laurens weaved and curled
the red stems around the broken branch, capturing their fluid movement. With the vines
curling in front of and behind of the branch, Laurens included shadows underneath the
vines. It is a small component of the image, yet it is the only illustration that utilizes light
and shadow to convey depth. Without a background in these illustrations, it can be difficult
to portray a sense of space and not illustrate a flat image. Laurens, nonetheless, achieved
the illusion of depth and space.
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Figure 2.10 The Humming Bird of South Carolina & Yellow Jasemin, Ethelind Pope
Brown Collection, Irvin Department of Rare Books & Special Collections, University of
South Carolina.
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The Illician Anasotom or the Starry Aromatic Tree
Florida Anise or Star-Anise
Illicium floridanum (Linnaean)
Gouache on paper; 42 x 27 cm
Circa 1765-1775
In the Illician Anasotom or the Starry Aromatic Tree (fig. 2.11), Laurens painted
three fully bloomed Star Anises and different colored leaves on a small twig. A consistent
feature throughout Laurens’s style and illustrations is the limited color palette to best
convey a naturalistic representation of these plants and animals. Even after three centuries,
the gouache overall is still quite pigmented based on how the flowers are still a vibrant red.
The darker red gradient towards the center of the flower also remains, giving another
dimension of life to the image. However, Laurens’s treatment of color on the leaves is not
as uniform when it comes to shading. There are patches on some of the leaves where it is
lighter in the darker sections of green. This could be a result of some fading in the pigment
over time or Laurens’s attempt to represent how leaves can have natural variations in color.
While this illustration is quite simple in composition, Laurens did incorporate a
sense of movement in how the leaves curl in various directions and how the flower petals
appear to sway and spiral in the air.41 A mix of static and active elements portrays a living
and natural composition.
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Figure 2.11 The Illician Anasotom or the Starry Aromatic Tree, Ethelind Pope Brown
Collection, Irvin Department of Rare Books & Special Collections, University of South
Carolina.
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The Indian Fig or the Prickly-Pear of South Carolina
Indian Fig Opuntia
Opuntia ficus-indica (Linnaean)
Gouache on paper; 42 x 27 cm
Circa 1765-1775
As a stout and hearty plant, the Indian Fig or the Prickly-Pear of South Carolina
(fig. 2.12) offered a great contrast to the more fragile and dainty flowers within the
collection. As a defining trait of cacti, thorns cover the Indian Fig Opuntia as either long,
thin spikes on the top half or short, curved hooks on the middle two segments. What would
otherwise be a threatening visage, Laurens included the bright and cheerful yellow flowers
to convey the opposite perspective. The yellow petals appear soft and delicate to the touch,
making the painting more aesthetically pleasing; especially since, these images were meant
more for leisure and entertainment.
Another prominent feature of Indian figs is the red fruit that is both edible and
useful for creating red dye.42 The red fruit grows out of the top segment and stands out
from the rest of the image because of its deep red pigment. The Indian Fig Opuntia is a
visually complex plant with all its various components, allowing Laurens to step away from
standard floral paintings to try depicting a different species of plant.
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Figure 2.12 The Indian Fig or the Prickly-Pear of South Carolina, Ethelind Pope Brown
Collection, Irvin Department of Rare Books & Special Collections, University of South
Carolina.
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The King Woodpecker of South Carolina upon a Live Oak Tree
Laurel oak; Ivory-billed woodpecker
Quercus laurifolia; Campephilus principalis (Linnaean)
Gouache on paper; 42 x 27 cm
Circa 1765-1775
In the collection, the King Woodpecker of South Carolina upon a Live Oak Tree
(fig. 2.13) is one of the illustrations that covers a majority of the page and the depicted
Ivory-billed Woodpecker is painted larger in size compared to the other birds. The Laurel
Oak branch fills most of the space and running over the top and bottom edges of the paper
while the Ivory-billed Woodpecker is centered, leaning against the branch. The Ivory-billed
Woodpecker is a striking and eye-catching figure because of its solid black plumage and
the vibrant red feathers within its crest, the feathers on top of the skull. 43 Laurens even
captures the light reflecting off the black feathers to showcase how the feathers are shinny
and smooth. In addition, his brushwork reveals the use of short, thin strokes to create a soft
textured effect on the body, in particular the wings.
To compliment the effort put forth with the woodpecker, the Laurel Oak branch
and leaves are detailed to be as naturalistic as possible. Laurens utilized shading and
highlights to bring out the texture of the bark, even creating a weathered look around the
hole in the branch. The Laurel Oak also serves to balance the composition by the smaller
branch growing out to the left where there is a lot of empty space. It also helps to frame
and center the Ivory-billed Woodpecker in the composition.
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Figure 2.13 The King Woodpecker of South Carolina upon a Live Oak Tree, Ethelind
Pope Brown Collection, Irvin Department of Rare Books & Special Collections,
University of South Carolina.
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The Large Blue Bird of South Carolina upon a Branch of Live Oak
Eastern Bluebird; Southern Live Oak
Sialia sialis; Quercus virginiana (Linnaean)
Gouache on paper; 42 x 27 cm
Circa 1765-1775
In many of the illustrations that feature songbirds, Laurens depicts them resting on
thin tree branches with colorful green leaves or flowers surrounding them. This painting,
The Large Blue Bird of South Carolina upon a Branch of Live Oak (fig. 2.14), is no
exception, however, Laurens took a different approach in the placement of the Eastern
Bluebird. The Eastern Bluebird is facing down in a motion to peck at a budding flower or
berry. Typically, Laurens centers his birds while they rest on a horizontal portion of the
branch, so this illustration is immediately set apart as different and even more active. The
Eastern Bluebird, specifically male based on the red tone of the chest plumage, flaps its
wings like it might fly away at any moment or that it has just landed to perch on the
branch.44
The vibrancy of the blue and red pigment draws the eye when one looks at this
image. There is a shiny and luminous quality to how Laurens paints the feathers to highlight
their smooth texture. It is fascinating to see how Laurens saturated the pigments for his
bird subjects to contrast against the leaves and branches, which are left duller and flatter in
tone. And this approach applies to his bird images where the color palette is darker or
monochromatic as well.
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Figure 2.14 The Large Blue Bird of South Carolina upon a Branch of Live Oak, Ethelind
Pope Brown Collection, Irvin Department of Rare Books & Special Collections,
University of South Carolina.
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The Lark Wood-Pecker of South Carolina upon a Live Oak
Crepe Myrtle; Northern Flicker Woodpecker
Lagerstroemia indica; Colaptes auratus (Linnaean)
Gouache on paper; 42 x 27 cm
Circa 1765-1775
Organized similarly to other avian images in the collection, the Lark Wood-Pecker
of South Carolina upon a Live Oak (fig. 2.15) depicted a Northern Flicker Woodpecker
perched on a crepe myrtle branch with its left wing poking out from its side. From all the
illustrations, this is the only one where Laurens painted in detail the underside of a bird’s
wing. A couple birds have only the wing tips or joint showing, but not the softer underside
of the wing. It is a new development for him to show this feature of a bird and it could be
an attempt for him to paint a feature that he has left out. Also, in contrast to the outer colors
and patterns of the Northern Flicker Woodpecker’s plumage, the yellow-gold coloration of
the undersurface wing stands out, signifying it as an important feature to include. 45
Laurens’s skill in painting also appears more advance within this image based on
his color blending almost seamlessly within the feathers and the stripped and dotted
patterns. There is a natural fade between the different colors and patterns, and Laurens even
painted highlights to show a shine on the feathers. However, the only unnatural part about
the Northern Flicker Woodpecker is its tail feathers. They point straight down and do not
appear to anatomically connect with the bird. Here, Laurens attempted to accurately depict
the tail feathers, but probably based on his lack of formal artistic training, he was unable
to illustrate the feathers naturally at this point.
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Figure 2.15 The Lark Wood-Pecker of South Carolina upon a Live Oak, Ethelind Pope
Brown Collection, Irvin Department of Rare Books & Special Collections, University of
South Carolina.
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The Red Bird of South Carolina upon a Locust Branch
Black Locust; Northern Cardinal
Robinia pseudoacacia; Cardinalis cardinalis (Linnaean)
Gouache on paper; 42 x 27 cm
Circa 1765-1775
By comparing Laurens’s image, The Red Bird of South Carolina upon a Locust
Branch (fig. 2.16), to his other images, such as The King Woodpecker of South Carolina
upon a Live Oak Tree, there is quite a discrepancy in the amount of detail and naturalism.
The Northern Cardinal exhibits its recognizable red coloration and black mask-like face,
but there is minimal shading and brushwork to give the impression of a living creature on
the page.46 At least, Laurens painted the Northern Cardinal holding the stem of some
unknown plant in its beak to give it a sense of action and life. Now, even with these vast
differences, Laurens succeeds in creating an identifiable portrayal of a cardinal that is also
aesthetically pleasing to the eye by the softer tones in color.
It can be inferred that The Red Bird of South Carolina upon a Locust Branch is one
of Laurens’s early illustrations as an amateur artist. Without clear dates and page numbers,
only some are legible or even marked, for his images, it is difficult to guess the order they
were created; however, based on the level of detail and complexity of the illustrations’
compositions, one can decipher at least which images appear as beginner or
advanced/skillful. Having all these images together truly reveals Laurens’s progression as
a self-taught artist.
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Figure 2.16 The Red Bird of South Carolina upon a Locust Branch, Ethelind Pope Brown
Collection, Irvin Department of Rare Books & Special Collections, University of South
Carolina.
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The Small Blue Bird of South Carolina upon a Locust Branch
Honest Locust; Indigo bunting
Gleditsia triancanthus; Passerina cyanea (Linnaean)
Gouache on paper; 42 x 27 cm
Circa 1765-1775
The Small Blue Bird of South Carolina upon a Locust Branch (fig. 2.17) is
compositionally similar to the previous image, The Red Bird of South Carolina upon a
Locust Branch. Both images contain a bird perched on a thin green branch with their heads
turned to the left. With minor changes, such as the birds’ species and their sizes,
compositionally they are the same. If the inference that the cardinal illustration was an
early attempt of Laurens’s in biological illustration, then this image of the Indigo Bunting
is also an early depiction based on how they are almost copies of each other. There could
even be the possibility that this painting of the Indigo Bunting is an earlier illustration than
the cardinal, because at first glance, it would be difficult to identify the bird. With the script
title at the bottom, The Small Blue Bird of South Carolina upon a Locust Branch, this also
does not reveal which species of bird this painting represents. Only after Rembert’s
research and experience as a biologist could the species be identified. 47 If the Indigo
Bunting were one of Laurens’s first paintings, it displays his beginning thought process on
how to organize his own rendition of a biological illustration that included both plants and
animals.
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Figure 2.17 The Small Blue Bird of South Carolina upon a Locust Branch, Ethelind Pope
Brown Collection, Irvin Department of Rare Books & Special Collections, University of
South Carolina.

50

The Magnolia or Laurel-Flower of South Carolina
Southern Magnolia
Magnolia grandiflora (Linnaean)
Gouache on paper; 42 x 27 cm
Circa 1765-1775
Out of all the botanical illustrations, the Magnolia or Laurel-Flower of South
Carolina (fig. 2.18) is the largest floral image as it fills most of the page with its wide,
white petals and leaves. Laurens also chose to focus solely on one flower in a larger scale,
instead of depicting multiple smaller versions. During the eighteenth century, Southern
Magnolias gained popularity because of their potent fragrance and their pure white petals,
and they were easy to propagate since the flower produced many seeds in a cone. 48 Laurens
would have been aware of their popularity as they were painted in botanical illustrations,
so he picked the key characteristics of the Southern Magnolia to represent in more detail
(the petals and cone of seeds). The white petals seem to curve and twist around the central
ovary in a fluid motion. Laurens also included how the flower appears when it is budding
as well, following many biological illustration methods of representing the life cycle on
the same page.
The Southern Magnolia is one of Laurens’s most detailed floral arrangements and
it also contains the most visible damage, even if it is minor. There is cracking in the paint,
specifically on the leaves, but it is only visible upon closer inspection, so it does not take
away from the image. With the flower petals, there are sections that are dark and brown
that appear to be dirt or possible scuffing of the paint which mare its white surface. Time
and age took a greater toll on the gouache within this illustration.
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Figure 2.18 The Magnolia or Laurel-Flower of South Carolina, Ethelind Pope Brown
Collection, Irvin Department of Rare Books & Special Collections, University of South
Carolina.

52

The May-Apple Plant, Flower & Fruit
Maypop
Passiflora incarnata (Linnaean)
Gouache on paper; 42 x 27 cm
Circa 1765-1775
Here is another example of Laurens attempting a biological illustration style of
portraying a plant’s life cycle within one image. The May-Apple Plant, Flower & Fruit
(fig. 2.19) depicts the growth of the Maypop fruit in four different stages and the strange,
sun shaped flower. Even though there is this conscious decision towards naturalism and
showcasing the stages of development for the fruit, there is a heavy emphasis of stylization
towards the treatment of the flower. The general structure of the flower is correct, but it is
missing some primary components, such as the antlers and corona of inner petals. 49 The
stigma, the three purple segments sprouting from the center of the flower, is illustrated
within the image as it is the most defining and identifiable feature.
With Laurens only studying natural history as a hobby with minor training from
Garden, there is an attempt to replicate the circulating biological/botanical illustrations of
the time in his own art style. The Maypop has elements of both naturalism and stylization,
so he was working out strategies to convey as realistic of an image as possible. Of course,
these images were not meant to be disseminated for public study, but for Laurens’s own
engagement and private learning, allowing him the opportunity to experiment in his
illustrations.
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Figure 2.19 The May-Apple Plant, Flower & Fruit, Ethelind Pope Brown Collection,
Irvin Department of Rare Books & Special Collections, University of South Carolina.
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The Mocking-Bird of South Carolina upon a Sweet Orange Branch
Northern Mockingbird; Orange
Mimus polyglottus; Citrus aurantium (Linnaean)
Gouache on paper; 42 x 27 cm
Circa 1765-1775
The Northern Mockingbird is one of the few songbirds within the collection that
does not exhibit brightly colored plumage or overt patterns. The Mocking-Bird of South
Carolina upon a Sweet Orange Branch (fig. 2.20) is one of Laurens’s more subtle gouaches
because of the natural color palette of browns, tans, greens, and whites. With a limited
color scheme, Laurens was able to focus heavily on texture for the feathers and leaves.
Through the brushwork, the mockingbird’s feathers have a ruffled appearance and even
fuzzy quality to them. The white stripes on the wings are clearly defined and even have a
natural fade into the darker brown colored feathers.50
The leaves on the sweet orange branch also showcase a closer attention to detail by
how the veins appear realistic, instead of simply painted white lines. There are areas that
are shaded darker to create the illusion of depth within the curled leaves, which ultimately
creates a more illusionistic sense of space. Otherwise, the painting would appear flat and
more static, especially with the mockingbird standing frozen in space.
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Figure 2.20 The Mocking-Bird of South Carolina upon a Sweet Orange Branch, Ethelind
Pope Brown Collection, Irvin Department of Rare Books & Special Collections,
University of South Carolina.
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The Mountain Cucumber of South Carolina, Blossom & Seeds
Bitter Melon
Momordica charantia (Linnaean)
Gouache on paper; 42 x 27 cm
Circa 1765-1775
One of two images that primarily focuses on the actual fruit over the floral
components, The Mountain Cucumber of South Carolina, Blossom & Seeds (fig. 2.21)
centers on the Bitter Melon dangling off a curved branch. Compositionally, the illustration
is more dynamic and active than Laurens’s other botanical images because of the curved
branch forming a diagonal from the top left corner of the page. The Bitter Melon, along
with the flower blossom and large leaf, is also suspended in the air with an actual sense of
weight and gravity.
Texture plays an important role to accurately portray the jagged and spikey exterior
of the Bitter Melon. There are various types of textures throughout the image, creating a
visually tactile experience when viewing as the Bitter Melon looks spikey or warty to the
touch, the seeds smooth, and even the large leaf appears bumpy with all the veins and
spines protruding out.51
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Figure 2.21 The Mountain Cucumber of South Carolina, Blossom & Seeds, Ethelind Pope
Brown Collection, Irvin Department of Rare Books & Special Collections, University of
South Carolina.
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The Rosemary Shrub of East Florida and the Flower of the Palmato Royal
Christmas Berry; Cabbage Palmetto
Lycium carolinianum; Sabal palmetto (Linnaean)
Gouache on paper; 42 x 27 cm
Circa 1765-1775
In a different approach to how Laurens painted his other illustrations, The Rosemary
Shrub of East Florida and the Flower of the Palmato Royal (fig. 2.22) depicts two different
species of plant in one image. In addition, Laurens picked a small example of each plant
for study, not fabricating an artistic scene for these plants to reside in. Without the weight
of designing an image to be aesthetically pleasing, he was able to focus on the minor details
of color, texture, and size of the Christmas Berry and Cabbage Palmetto.
Of the two images, the Christmas Berry stands out more because of its larger scale
and how the pigments appear more vibrant on the leaves and berries than the flower of the
Cabbage Palmetto.52 The Christmas Berry seems to incorporate more elements of shading
and color gradients as if Laurens were paying attention to how light and shadow falls upon
its surfaces. The Cabbage Palmetto flower, on the other hand, conveys a sketch-like
appearance with the darker edges separating the flower petals from each other. Minimal
paint is applied and there is a strong emphasis on shading to convey depth. Both of these
illustrations are studies of the plants themselves and also experiments on artistic techniques
to best convey naturalism.
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Figure 2.22 The Rosemary Shrub of East Florida and the Flower of the Palmato Royal,
Ethelind Pope Brown Collection, Irvin Department of Rare Books & Special Collections,
University of South Carolina.
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Branch of the Pride of India Tree
Chinaberry or Pride of India
Melia azedarach (Linnaean)
Gouache on paper; 42 x 27 cm
Circa 1765-1775
A delicate and overall simple image, the Branch of the Pride of India Tree
(fig. 2.23) portrays fully bloomed and budding pink flowers of the Chinaberry tree along
with its serrated edged leaves. The flowers and tripinnate, division of three, leaves branch
out in multiple directions, filling up the empty space on the page. 53 A sense of depth is
incorporated into the image by how flower petals and leaves cross in front of each other,
and how the flowers’ petals curl forward and back into space. Even these small inclusions
assist in the natural and living feeling of the Chinaberry plant.
Laurens’s use of color is another contributing factor to his sense of naturalism. The
flower petals are white or a pale pink that gradually grows into a darker blush or vibrant
magenta on the edges and exterior. This treatment is applied to the leaves and branch as
well. Areas of light and shadow are prevalent throughout, especially on the branch which
ultimately gives off the sense that the plant is smooth to the touch.
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Figure 2.23 Branch of the Pride of India Tree, Ethelind Pope Brown Collection, Irvin
Department of Rare Books & Special Collections, University of South Carolina.
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The Punchapau or Oleander of East Florida
Oleander
Nerium oleander (Linnaean)
Gouache on paper; 42 x 27 cm
Circa 1765-1775
Similar to the Southern Magnolia, the Punchapau or Oleander of East Florida (fig.
2.24) was a popular flower in society during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
because of their vibrant pink petals and olive-green leaves. 54As such, they were a common
flower to be illustrated for botanical paintings and Laurens would have many examples to
reference for his own painting, or even a living specimen for study. Considering how
popular the Oleander was during this time, Laurens paid very close attention to the forms,
colors, and texture of the flowers and leaves. There is careful treatment to how he shaped
the petals to curl at the edges and distinguish between the petals as they layer on top of
each other. His skills in shading and color are more advanced than in some of his other
floral gouache paintings. Through the use of color, Laurens was able to represent the pink
gradients within the petals and how thin and delicate the petals appear to be. His brushwork
is also quite smooth when he painted the olive-green leaves to really convey their shinny
smooth qualities. Texture is an important component throughout the illustration as the
smooth leaves contrast and balance with the soft, almost pillowy appearance of the petals.
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Figure 2.24. The Punchapau or Oleander of East Florida, Ethelind Pope Brown
Collection, Irvin Department of Rare Books & Special Collections, University of South
Carolina.
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The Quamaclet or French Jasemin
Railroad Vine or Cypress Vine
Ipomoea quamoclit (Linnaean)
Gouache on paper; 42 x 27 cm
Circa 1765-1775
In contrast to illustrations such as the previous one, The Punchapau or Oleander of
East Florida, the Quamaclet or French Jasemin (fig. 2.25) appears almost overly simple
and a beginning painting in the world of botanical illustration. The gouache pigments are
more subtle and flat as well. Laurens does not vary the colors or include gradients to the
Cypress Vines’ red flowers. There is some shading to convey shadows and minor depth to
the flowers, but overall, they are one shade of red with little variation. The vine and leaves
fall into this trap as well, especially with how thin and spindly the leaves are.
However, if this is a beginning botanical illustration then Laurens was still working
out how to demonstrate a sense of naturalism that has depth and life to his images. The
organization works well to convey the vine-like or climbing quality of the plant, but the
natural elements of color and texture are missing.55 Here is an example of a step towards
Laurens’s later advanced naturalistic style.
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Figure 2.25 The Quamaclet or French Jasemin, Ethelind Pope Brown Collection, Irvin
Department of Rare Books & Special Collections, University of South Carolina.
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The Redwing Black-Bird of South Carolina upon a Sevil Orange Branch
Red-winged Blackbird; Seville orange, or Sour Orange, or Devil Orange
Agelaius phoeniceus; Citrus aurantium (Linnaean)
Gouache on paper; 42 x 27 cm
Circa 1765-1775
The striking contrasts between the black and red colored feathers on the Redwinged Blackbird aids in making the Redwing Black-Bird of South Carolina upon a Sevil
Orange Branch (fig. 2.26) stand out against the other colorful songbirds in the collection.
The Ivory-billed Woodpecker is the only other black feathered bird, yet it is larger and
more complex in design than the Red-winged Blackbird. This image follows the same
formula that Laurens has crafted for many of his songbird images with the Red-winged
Blackbird perched on a branch, standing still, and gazing at something outside of the page.
No action or movement is occurring, so it is a rather static illustration.
However, the black and red color is saturated and almost glossy in appearance.
There is a shine and softness to the feathers, especially on the wings where the red feathers
are painted, which are a prominent feature of the male Red-winged Blackbird. 56 There is a
stronger sense of naturalism within this image than in his painting of the Northern Cardinal
and the Indigo Bunting, but it is not yet at the level of skillful technique as in the Ivorybilled Woodpecker. Here is an image that is almost a middle point between these two skill
levels as Laurens improves as an amateur artist.
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Figure 2.26 The Redwing Black-Bird of South Carolina upon a Sevil Orange Branch,
Ethelind Pope Brown Collection, Irvin Department of Rare Books & Special Collections,
University of South Carolina.
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The Sensitive-Plant of East Florida
Sensitive briar
Mimosa quadrivalvis var. Floridana (Linnaean)
Gouache on paper; 42 x 27 cm
Circa 1765-1775
At first glance, the Sensitive-Plant of East Florida (fig. 2.27) is composed of a
smooth brown vine with round purple puffs for flowers. Upon closer inspection, short
thorns cover the vines, and the purple flowers have yellow dots of color coating them. 57
The addition of these two new details from closer observation changes the visual
experience of the Sensitive Briar. With thorns covering all the vines, the Sensitive Briar
looks more tactile and visually interesting. The purple puff flowers are also painted with
thin, long brushstrokes to convey that fuzzy quality, and it almost looks like yellow pollen
is caught in their petals. These are an added layer of naturalism to portraying the Sensitive
Briar, especially when it comes to the yellow dots representing pollen.
Some of the illusion of naturalism breaks down when observation travels to the
leaves. There are discrepancies in the portrayal of the leaves as the set at the bottom right
appear completely different from the top grouping of leaves. It is possible that Laurens
started with the bottom right leaves, thinking those were a natural portrayal, but then
changed his design or realized that they were not correct in their representation. Biological
illustrations are about careful study and replication, and perfection is not a goal. Laurens
as a self-taught artist would be liable to making mistakes and learning from them to
improve the rest of the image.
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Figure 2.27 The Sensitive-Plant of East Florida, Ethelind Pope Brown Collection, Irvin
Department of Rare Books & Special Collections, University of South Carolina.
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The Summer Drake of South Carolina
Wood Duck
Aix sponsa (Linnaean)
Gouache on paper; 42 x 27 cm
Circa 1765-1775
Along with the King Woodpecker of South Carolina upon a Live Oak Tree Summer,
the Drake of South Carolina (fig. 2.28) is painted to be much larger than most of the
songbirds in the collection. However, the Wood Duck is Laurens’s most visually
complicated bird illustration in the collection because of the various colors, patterns, and
textures exhibited on the duck’s plumage. His skill as an artist by the time he painted this
image is quite advanced. Laurens was able to seamlessly transition from the various colors
and patterns, and the linework depicts a soft textured quality that resembles downy feathers.
His skill also translates to the Wood Duck’s feet as Laurens painted the webbing to appear
thin and pliable.58
The Wood Duck is also the only image that has a painted ground for the duck to
stand upon. There are no accompanying plants to buffer the image, so Laurens included a
small dirt patch to ground his figure on the page. Otherwise, the Wood Duck would have
been suspended in a blank, empty space which would break the image’s sense of
naturalism. The attention to detail is extensive and one of the most naturalistic depictions
Laurens painted.
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Figure 2.28 The Summer Drake of South Carolina, Ethelind Pope Brown Collection,
Irvin Department of Rare Books & Special Collections, University of South Carolina.
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The Rhodordandrum and the Sweet Flowering Bay
Mountain Laurel; Loblolly-bay
Kalmia latifolia; Gordonia lasianthus (Linnaean)
Gouache on paper; 42 x 27 cm
Circa 1765-1775
Similar to The Rosemary Shrub of East Florida and the Flower of the Palmato
Royal, Laurens painted another focused study type image but of The Rhodordandrum and
the Sweet Flowering Bay (fig. 2.29). The Rhododendron, commonly called the Mountain
Laurel, typically grows on a shrub with the rose-pink flowers sprouting in small terminal
clusters as is depicted in the image.59 The Loblolly-bay contains a single white flower that
is tightly closed, not revealing the interior like the mountain laurel. Between the two
flowers, the Loblolly-bay is a simple illustration with minimal complexity, and
unfortunately, it is marred by a small patch of dirt or missing paint on one of the white
petals. The Mountain Laurel, on the other hand, contains many complex features that need
a careful eye to replicate naturally. Laurens picked two very different species of flowers to
portray in the same image to almost compare how some plants can be beautiful in their
simple elegance while others thrive in color and complexity to draw attention to
themselves.
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Figure 2.29 The Rhodordandrum and the Sweet Flowering Bay, Ethelind Pope Brown
Collection, Irvin Department of Rare Books & Special Collections, University of South
Carolina.
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The Sweet Scented Shrub of South Carolina
Carolina Allspice or Common Sweet Shrub
Calycanthus florids (Linnaean)
Gouache on paper; 42 x 27 cm
Circa 1765-1775
Based on the name Carolina Allspice, the Sweet Scented Shrub of South Carolina
(fig. 2.30) is known for its “sweet spicy fragrance” and distinct brownish coloration. 60
Certainly not the most colorful floral arrangement in the collection, Laurens makes up for
this by including white or blueish highlights on the edges of the petals to add some
dimension and life to the flowers. Painting the leaves a lighter shade of green aided in
lightening the composition as well as they would contrast the dark floral color palette with
their lighter tones.
A life cycle study could even be interpreted within the image. Starting from the top
of the branch, the flowers are budding, then slowly grow larger into full bloom by the
bottom of the branch. Laurens has utilized this tactic in other images because it is an easier
way to depict a functional study observation as something visually beautiful at the same
time.
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Figure 2.30 The Sweet Scented Shrub of South Carolina, Ethelind Pope Brown
Collection, Irvin Department of Rare Books & Special Collections, University of South
Carolina.
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The Sweet Scented Small Melon of South Carolina
Watermelon
Citrullis vulgaris (Linnaean)
Gouache on paper; 42 x 27 cm
Circa 1765-1775
As a species of Watermelon, The Sweet Scented Small Melon of South Carolina
(fig. 2.31) depicts two fully grown watermelons with different patterns, one with stripes
and the other with a speckled exterior. The striped Watermelon is connected to its vine
while the speckled Watermelon is alone with only the stem poking out of the side. This is
the second image where Laurens focused on the fruit of a plant over a floral arrangement,
like The Mountain Cucumber of South Carolina, Blossom & Seeds. The orange-brown
coloration is quite different from the standard green watermelon of today, but this could be
a depiction of a honeydew or maybe another type of melon that was traded during the time.
Melons were luxury items to trade in the eighteenth century and they became staple
products in elite homes, such as Laurens’s. 61
The illustration ultimately acts as a study of the different patterns found on
watermelons. It is not a typical subject matter for botanical illustrations if the purpose is to
compose a folio of beautifully colored and arranged plants. However, in context to the
melon’s significance to the elite class, it is possible that Laurens painted these watermelons
to document their importance within his life and in society.
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Figure 2.31 The Sweet Scented Small Melon of South Carolina, Ethelind Pope Brown
Collection, Irvin Department of Rare Books & Special Collections, University of South
Carolina.
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Branch of the Trumpet Tree
Trumpet Vine or Cow Itch Vine
Campsis radicans (Linnaean)
Gouache on paper; 42 x 27 cm
Circa 1765-1775
Another vine species, the Branch of the Trumpet Tree (fig. 2.32) displays a terminal
cluster of red funnel-shaped flowers on a vine with leaves sprouting off the sides. 62
Laurens’s use of color gradients comes into play when he illustrated the trumpet-vine
flowers since they grow lighter in color towards the stems. He also painted the exteriors of
the flowers to have thin lines as if the outside has a rugged texture to them instead of being
smooth. There is also more natural movement conveyed with how some leaves twist and
turn through space and the flower petals seem to flip and curl outwards. Laurens’s eye for
replicating natural forms has improved by the time he has painted this image as it is a
careful study of what the trumpet-vine looks like while still being a pleasing image to
leisurely gaze upon.
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Figure 2.32 Branch of the Trumpet Tree, Ethelind Pope Brown Collection, Irvin
Department of Rare Books & Special Collections, University of South Carolina.
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Appendix A: Illustrations

Figure A.1 John Abbot, Cardinal Grosbeak (Loxia cardinalis), 1791, Amon Carter
Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, https://library-artstororg.pallas2.tcl.sc.edu/#/asset/AMONIG_10313892845.
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Figure A.2 John Laurens, The soft-shelled tortoise (top) and the same on its back
(bottom), 1771, Thomas Pennant, “An Account of Two New Tortoises: In a Letter to
Matthew Maty, M. D. Sec. R. S.: By Thomas Pennant, Esq: F.R.S,” Philosophical
Transactions (1683-1775) 61 (1771): 269-70, accessed January 10, 2021,
http://www.jstor.org/stable/106101.
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Figure A.3 John Laurens, The same with its neck exerted; drawn from the dried animal
(bottom). The tuberculated tortoise (top), 1771, Thomas Pennant, “An Account of Two
New Tortoises: In a Letter to Matthew Maty, M. D. Sec. R. S.: By Thomas Pennant, Esq:
F.R.S,” Philosophical Transactions (1683-1775) 61 (1771): 269-70, accessed January 10,
2021, http://www.jstor.org/stable/106101.
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Figure A.4 Mark Catesby, The Finch Creeper, 1731, The National Gallery of Art,
Washington, D.C., https://library-artstororg.pallas2.tcl.sc.edu/#/asset/ANGAIG_10313955538.
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Figure A.5 Maria Sibylla Merian, Histoire générale des insects de Suriname et de
l'Eouope: Vol I, No. 55 - Poivre d'inde, ca. 17th c, The Cleveland Museum of Art,
Cleveland, Ohio, https://library-artstor-org.pallas2.tcl.sc.edu/#/asset/24604022.
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